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Dear Colleagues, 

 

For several weeks, Mayon Volcano has continued to emit lava. On August 14, the Philippine Institute of 

Volcanology and Seismology-Bicol (PHIVOLCS) said that Mayon’s seismic activity was entering its most 

dangerous phase after weeks of ejecting lava and ash. PHIVOLCS has sustained alert level 4, signifying “intense 

unrest” with a “hazardous eruption within days.” The 6-kilometer radius permanent danger zone has also been 

extended to an 8-kilometer radius. Although the major eruption has not yet occurred, destruction to crops has 

already been recorded and has caused the evacuation of families.  

 

Based on the August 21update released by the Department of Social Welfare and Development, 9,905 families 

(48,261 individuals) from 32 barangays of the five affected municipalities and three cities have been evacuated to 

29 evacuation centres all over Albay Province.  

 

While volcanic activity seems to have lessened, it will take time before alert levels can be conclusively brought 

down. Evacuees will also not be allowed to go back to their land as lava flow is still fresh and possibility of 

hazards still remain high. It is thus looking to be a protracted evacuation process. There will also be a major need 

to support post-disaster rehabilitation. 

 

The revised appeal include a proposal from Christian Aid/ACT. ACT member Christian Aid is working 

through its local partner Community Organizers of the Philippine Enterprise (COPE). COPE mobilized staff and 

volunteers to assist in evacuation camp operations in Legazpi City and neighboring towns as well as for relief 

distribution in co-ordination with the Social Action Center of the Catholic Church. They propose to respond 

during three months and intend to fill gaps in others’ response. They will focus on distribution of mattresses, 

hygiene kits, some psychosocial activities as well as livelihood inputs . 

 

ACT member National Council of Churches in the Philippines (NCCP) is through this appeal responding to 

the needs of the evacuees through Andurog Mayon, the NCCP Disaster Response Committee in Albay Province.  

NCCP/ACT provide assistance to around 4,000 families through the distribution of food, non-food items and 

medical assistance; agriculture assistance to around 1,000 farmers/farm-workers  through the distribution of seeds, 

seedlings and other farm inputs; food-for-work assistance to 1,000 families; conduct disaster management 

seminars for volunteers and communities. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
ACT is a global alliance of churches and related agencies 
working to save lives and support communities in 

emergencies worldwide. 
The ACT Coordinating Office is based with the World 
Council of Churches (WCC) and The Lutheran World 

Federation (LWF)  in Switzerland.  
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Project Completion Date:   

NCCP/ACT - 30 June 2007 

Christian Aid/ACT – 30 November 2006 

 

Reporting Schedule: 

Reports due at ACT CO Christian Aid/ACT NCCP/ACT 

Interim Report - 28 February 2007 

Final narrative & financial 31 January 2007 31 August 2007 

Audit 28 February 2007 30 September 2007 

  
Summary of Appeal Targets, Pledges/Contributions Received and Balance Requested: 

 Christian Aid/ACT NCCP/ACT Total Target 

Appeal Targets $ 70,372 $ 130,805 $ 201,177 

Less: Pledges/Contr. Recd $ 0 $ 20,000 $ 20,000 

Balance requested from ACT Alliance $ 70,372 $ 110,805 $ 181,177 
 

Please kindly send your contributions to either of the following ACT bank accounts: 

     

    US dollar 

    Account Number - 240-432629.60A  

    IBAN No: CH46 0024 0240 4326 2960A 

     

    Euro 

Euro Bank Account Number - 240-432629.50Z 

IBAN No: CH84 0024 0240 4326 2950Z 

  

 Account Name: ACT - Action by Churches Together 

 UBS AG 

8, rue du Rhône 

P.O. Box 2600  

1211 Geneva 4,  SWITZERLAND 

    Swift address: UBSW CHZH12A  

 

Please also inform the Finance Officer Jessie Kgoroeadira (direct tel. +4122/791.60.38, e-mail address 

jkg@act-intl.org) of all pledges/contributions and transfers, including funds sent direct to the 

implementers, now that the Pledge Form is no longer attached to the Appeal. 

 

We would appreciate being informed of any intent to submit applications for EU, USAID and/or other back 

donor funding and the subsequent results. We thank you in advance for your kind co-operation. 

 

For further information please contact: 

ACT Director, John Nduna (phone +41 22 791 6033 or mobile phone + 41 79 203 6055) or 

ACT Program Officer, Mieke Weeda (phone +41 22 791 6035 or mobile phone +41 79 285 2916) 

 

ACT Web Site address: http://www.act-intl.org 

 

 

 

John Nduna 

Director, ACT Co-ordinating Office 
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I. REQUESTING ACT MEMBER INFORMATION 

 

Christian Aid 

 

 

II. IMPLEMENTING ACT MEMBER & PARTNER INFORMATION 

 

Christian Aid 

Christian Aid (CA) has got more than 32  years of experience in implementing development and relief 

programmes in the Philippines. CA has responded to different emergencies in the country through its partners. 

When the typhoon and landslides happened in Infanta in 2005, CA responded in addressing the relief, 

rehabilitation and long term development needs of the victims of the landslides. CA has also carried out different 

type of capacity building programmes for emergency preparedness and disaster mitigation.  

 

Christian Aid is committed, through its Humanitarian Division, to strengthen partners’ awareness of and 

commitment to adhering to ACT principles and guidelines, the Code of Conduct and willingness to work 

according to the SPHERE Standards and will support them in their work towards this. 

 

Christian Aid’s Implementing  Partner 

The Community Organisation of the Philippine Enterprise Foundation Incorporated (COPE-Foundation) is a 

partner of Christian Aid in the Philippines with many years of experience in emergency work as a consequence of 

natural calamities such as typhoons, floods and volcanic eruptions. 

 

COPE has been working in partnership with the Social Action Centre of the Catholic Diocese of Legazpi since 

1977 in implementing emergency programme. Prior to the current Mt. Mayon emergency, COPE provided 

capacity building on disaster management planning and community organisation to the Social Action Centre in the 

Prelature of Infanta, for the implementation of the relief and rehabilitation programme that was supported by 

Christian Aid in early 2005.  The project was a response to the devastation wrought by flash floods in December 

2004. 

 

COPE is fully aware of and committed to the Humanitarian Code of Conduct and works according to Sphere 

Standards. COPE has participated in disaster preparedness and management capacity-building workshops 

conducted by Christian Aid experts.  

 

Christian Aid finds COPE a respected organisation in Legazpi. The local disaster co-ordinating council and the 

Social Action Centres of the Catholic Church turned to COPE for assistance when the current emergency broke 

out.  COPE’s past experiences in the neighbouring Mt. Bulusan eruptions has earned them the reputation for being 

an organisation to rely on during emergencies.  The strength that COPE brings are co-ordination to  get operations 

organised, immediate integration and consultation with affected communities, gathering and validation of 

information, setting up monitoring systems and monitoring the on-going evacuation and relief operations.  COPE 

has experienced staff who are accepted by other relief organisations in the locality.  It is able to act quickly. As a 

Christian Aid partner for over three years now, COPE meets accountability standards in reporting and 

transparency.  

 

 

III. Description of the EMERGENCY SITUATION 

 

On July 13, 2006, Mt. Mayon started spewing magma and lava, threatening communities at the foot of the 

volcano. Many of these communities had voluntarily evacuated since July 23, 2006 when Alert Level 3 (of 5) was 

declared, particularly those communities located in the City of Tabaco and the Municipality of Sto. Domingo. 

 

On August 7, 2005, Alert level 4 was declared which included the mandatory evacuation of residents within the 8 

kilometre radius or the Extended Danger Zone (EDZ). This is an extension to an earlier 6-kilometer Permanent 

Danger Zone (PDZ) declared. As of August 25, 2006, a total of 9,333 families or 42,850 persons have been 
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evacuated. There are 28 evacuation centres spread across two cities and four municipalities. There are a total of 

371 rooms occupied, mostly public school elementary buildings. 

 

People at the evacuation centres especially those within the PDZ are prohibited from returning to their 

communities. Strong likelihood of volcanic explosion is still expected by the Philippine Institute of Volcanology 

(PHILVOLCS). Soldiers are posted in the PDZ boundaries to ensure that people do not enter the Permanent 

Danger Zone. Based on the monitoring visits of COPE staff in the Extended Danger Zones, there are still families 

who refuse to be evacuated to the temporary centres. A more detailed report will be done at the onset of the project 

implementation. 

 

On August 19-20, 2006, the Christian Aid Country Representative together with the COPE Legazpi Centre staff, 

undertook a rapid assessment of the situation in the surrounding areas of Mt. Mayon and the on-going evacuation 

and relief operations. The general impression is that the evacuation and relief operations are fairly well-managed 

by the provincial disaster co-ordinating council of the government which had to its advantage ample lead time to 

prepare the operations. There is however a need to closely monitor and co-ordinate evacuation and relief efforts in 

order to feedback bottlenecks, leaks, gaps especially lesser served evacuation camps and non-evacuated families in 

the danger zones. This is where COPE and CA have played a key role in using its institutional strength in 

community integration, social investigation and networking.   

 

 

IV. DESCRIPTION of the SITUATION in the AREA of PROPOSED RESPONSE 

 

The designated evacuation areas are relatively safe to access. The evacuation centres have minimum basic required 

facilities such as potable water and electricity. Areas in the permanent danger zone where some people have 

decided to stay will be more difficult to access, however co-ordination with the local authorities will be secured to 

find appropriate and safer routes to contact these special target groups. 

 

Impact on human lives in the area of proposed response  

Over 90% of the evacuees are farmers and vegetable vendors. They fled leaving their source of livelihood behind 

carrying the minimum of amenities such as clothing, rice and cooking facilities. Evacuation Centres however, are 

relatively secure and provided with basic necessities. Lack of sleeping mats, bedding and blankets is a recurring 

problem. Potable water storage is also identified as an immediate need requiring additional water containers for 

the households to store sufficient water. 

 

Congestion was a problem in the earlier stages of the evacuation but new evacuation centres have been opened. 

The Local Government Units are relatively responsive to the immediate needs of the evacuees and co-ordination 

mechanisms have been set up. Food is still sufficient for another three to five days in the evacuation centres, 

however food shortage is anticipated if evacuation operations are extended. The government has issued a 

statement that they will still need at least two weeks to gauge the stability of Mt. Mayon.     

 

There is no available data yet on the extent of the economic losses of the people due to this disaster. But August is 

harvest month and farmers anticipate major income loss as they are unable to attend to their fields and harvest 

crops.  

 

Location for proposed response   
COPE/CA will focus its response in the cities and municipalities where the evacuation centres are located and in 

danger zones where people are unable and unwilling to vacate. COPE/Christian Aid will operate in in co-operation 

and co-ordination with other organisations/churches working in the field in and around Legazpi City and Tabaco 

City. Evacuees are located in specially designated evacuation centres, relocation areas and related institutions in 

these areas. These centres are located in  Tabaco City particularly the San Antonio and Buang Evacuation Centres 

and in the evacuation camps in Legazpi City where the majority of the evacuation centres and affected 

communities are currently sheltered 

  

 

V. TARGET BENEFICIARIES 
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COPE/Christian Aid will provide assistance to the following number of targeted beneficiaries for a period of 3 

months: 

 

1. Mattresses and bedding to 2,816 families (5 evacuation Centres in Legazpi and six evacuation centres 

in Tabaco City) 

2. Cleaning supplies to 2, 816 families (5 evacuation Centres in Legazpi and six evacuation centres in 

Tabaco City) 

3. Material for psycho-social rehabilitation/therapeutic activities through Two evacuation centres in Legazpi 

and another two in Tabaco City targeting 1,500 children; 500 youth and 1000 elderly. 

4. Agricultural seeds for one thousand 1,000 families 

5. Raw materials for handicrafts for 1,000 families  

6. The majority of the displaced are large families of an average of 6-8 members (considered 6 in this 

appeal), mostly children, women and elderly.  

 

Criteria for the selection 

In a crisis situation, selection of beneficiaries is a difficult task but the following will be given extra consideration:  

1. Large and poor families 

2. Those whose houses are located in the permanent danger zone 

3. Those who are referred by local organisations/churches/mosques and whose circumstances are validated 

4. Those without any other means of livelihood or support system (e.g. relatives) 

5. COPE/Christian Aid will stay alert until the PHILVOCs and the Provincial Disaster Co-ordinating 

Council (PDCC) declares the situation stable. 

 

The list of evacuees/beneficiaries most at risk and vulnerable will be drawn for urgent interventions. These lists 

will be discussed further with organisations working in the field to maintain co-ordination and avoid duplication 

thereby ensuring more effective delivery of relief and services. 

 

 

VI. PROPOSED EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE & IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Goal: 

 

The overall goal of this request is to contribute to the sustenance of a large number of Filipinos temporarily 

displaced by the imminent danger of volcanic eruption. 

 

Objectives: 

 

The specific objectives during the crisis are: 

 

• Contributing to basic shelter by providing mattresses and beddings 

• Ensuring healthy surrounding in the evacuation centres through the provision of: cleaning 

supplies, water tanks and sanitary supplies for women and children. 

• Provision of psycho-social materials, venues and therapeutic facilities for children, youth and 

elderly. 

• To secure the livelihoods of the most vulnerable families 

 

Activities: 

Non food relief items 

Essential survival items will be provided to ensure that the unmet needs in shelter and health are addressed  to 

save and protect human lives. 

 

The quantity of the various items to be included in each package is specified as such: 

 

1. Sleeping Mat: 1 family size local sleeping mat. 
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2. Hygiene kits: 1 box per family containing 5 bars of soap, one bag of detergents, one bottle of disinfectant, 

sponges, toothpaste + other supplies such as candles  and flashlights. 

 

Packages will be distributed in co-ordination with existing relief and evacuation mechanisms set up in the locality. 

Co-ordination will be ensured with NGOs and PVOs, local municipal/city councils and social welfare offices and 

church related institutions.  

Psychosocial 

As part of this, various recreational and entertainment opportunities will be provided to the evacuees. Cope is also 

using the service of specialised organisations in performing arts. The Dramatic Youth Group of the St. Raphael 

Parish is collaborating with COPE to train the youth on theatre. Performance will be organised at the selected 

evacuation centres to serve as a therapeutic play session for people stressed by the evacuation and impending 

disaster. Input for the play will be drawn from narratives of the elderly on past experiences of evacuation due to 

the eruption of Mt. Mayon.  

Livelihood inputs 

COPE/CA are in the process of identifying the livelihoods needs of the beneficiaries. As the situation changes on 

the grounds, it is likely that some of the livelihoods needs on the ground will be also changing. CA will ensure that 

this is communicated to the ACT, if there is any significant changes in the planned programmes. Following are the 

activities that are being planned: 

 

Agriculture support: 1000 of families will be provided with the seeds (3 kg per family)  and  fertilisers (25 kg 

per family) 

Support for handicrafts making: 1000  families will be given assistance to make handicrafts (5 kg abaca fibre 

per family) 

Linking with the government structures: COPE/CA will co-ordinate with the local government structures for 

mobilising  additional resources  for the income generation activities for the evacuees.  

 

Project implementation methodology 
COPE/Christian Aid will implement the programme in  close co-ordination with the local NCCP/UCCP network. 

Volunteers from COPE, the churches and the community will be mobilised for this effort. The volunteers have the 

knowledge to reach out to most needy families, given its accumulated years of experience in coping with disaster. 

The co-ordinating staff of COPE and Christian Aid has had both the experience and the expertise in carrying out 

emergency programmes. 

 

Inputs for project implementation 

 

Human Resources 

 

• COPE Centre/Project Co-ordinators will consult with the local NCCP/UCCP and other 

stakeholders; make decisions in consultation with Christian Aid Country Representative and 

COPE Executive Director, assign tasks and responsibilities, conduct field visits, and network 

with other organisations. 

• Livelihood co-ordinator and part-time book keeper: Two new staff will be recruited to 

implement the proposed programme 

• Relief workers will have the responsibilities of visiting local community organisations, 

welfare offices and families at home, check lists of families and ensure the timely delivery or 

receipt of supplemental food items or equivalent. In consultation with the local NCCP/UCCP 

they will decide on localities where eligible families need to receive assistance. 

• The Finance Officer will keep separate ACT Appeal accounts and issue in co-operation with 

co-ordinators the proper bids/tenders for food supplies and other materials. He/She has the 

responsibility of following up financial transactions and issuing periodic reports with 

Christian Aid appointed accountant supporting the ACT Appeal. 

 

Since CA is funding COPE for other development programmes, those staff involved in the development 
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programmes will be spending their time and skills in over seeing this programme.  

 

Transportation 

Transportation expenses will be needed for: 

• the distribution of relief items 

• Relief/Field workers and staff as they visit the various areas, 

• Transportation costs, 

o -Other travel purposes related to the ACT Appeal 

o -Visits for COPE/Christian Aid Staff, relief workers and other  

o field workers (social, health, psycho-social and other workers in 

o addition to volunteers) 

 

Equipment 

No procurement of  major technical equipment is  anticipated. Transportation of  the goods will be done through 

hired delivery trucks and vehicles. 

 

Planning assumptions, constraints and prioritisation  

In the case of a major eruption, relief goods could still be distributed. If there are severe restrictions due to heavy 

emission of ashes with in the locality, then COPE will have to network with various organisations in the 

neighbouring towns/cities to be able to provide the needed help. This might delay the implementation. It is also 

assumed that there is no political or civil unrest in the country during the project implementation period.  

 

Implementation timetable  

Three months starting September 1, 2006 – ending November 30, 2006 

 
September  October  November Activity  

Wk 

1 

Wk 

2 

Wk 

3 

Wk 

4 

Wk 

1 

Wk 

2 

Wk 

3 

Wk 

4 

Wk 

1 

Wk 

2 

Wk 

3 

Wk 

4 

Assessment and Planning X            

Consultation and co-ordination with 

Local UCCP/NCCP  

X X           

Registration of the Beneficiaries   X X          

Relief distribution of  Non-Food Items in 

Tabaco City 

   X         

Relief distribution  of Non-Food Items in 
Legazpi City 

   X X        

Monitoring/documentation/reporting  X  X X X  X X   X 

Psychosocial programme implementation     X X X X X    

Installation/Pitching of Tents as 

provisional day care centres fro the 
children  

  X X         

Monitoring Visits  by Christian Aid    X    X    X 

Distribution of hygiene kits    X X X X      

Drama and Therapeutic Education      X        

Implementation of livelihood 

programmes 

      X X  X X  

Evaluation and Final Reports           X X 

 

Transition or Exit Strategy 

The COPE/Christian Aid exit strategy is in consonance with our endeavours to ensure self reliance within the 

continuum of relief-rehabilitation-development. The COPE/Christian Aid partnership will work in close co-

ordination with NCCP/UCCP to assist the evacuees to venture into sustainable livelihood through agricultural 

development especially in the Permanent Danger Zone, which has perpetual fertile soil, farmed for many 

generations.  

 

 

VII. ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE  
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Christian Aid is the legal holder of the appeal and assumes the responsibility for the overall supervision of 

program implementation and financial monitoring.  

 

The Bicol Centre Co-ordinator of COPE will have the overall responsibility to implement the programme. She will 

authorise dispensing of cash and funds for purchase of food and other commodity supplies and to keep updated 

financial and narrative records, together with lists of names of families who benefited from the appeal. An official 

receipt will acknowledge funds transmitted to the COPE-Foundation Bank Account. All disbursements will be 

made in accordance with the approved budget. The request should be approved by the Centre Co-ordinator or its 

duly designated representative and with the attachment of proper support documents. After submission of required 

documents, the Finance Officer will prepare a disbursement voucher and check for the implementation of the 

activity. In case of cash advance, the responsible person will liquidate the cash advance with receipts and other 

documents related to the activity 

 

To insure that items purchased for this project are of the best quality and price, at least 3 documented 

canvasses/quotations are solicited from reliable suppliers. These canvasses will be judiciously weighed so that 

procurement is done to the advantage of COPE, Christian Aid and ultimately, the beneficiaries.  

 

 

VIII. MONITORING AND REPORTING 

 

The Christian Aid Country Representative will be regularly monitoring the progress of the project and ensure that 

other forms of support are made available to COPE for the smooth implementation of the project. Christian Aid 

will also send a Finance Officer to Legazpi City at the start of the project to ensure that financial and 

administrative systems are in place for managing the project properly.  COPE will submit monthly reports to 

Christian Aid which the latter will summarise in an interim and final report for submission to ACT.   

 

The COPE Executive Director is the person responsible for the implementation of this project including 

assignment of appropriate staff, planning, assessment and reporting of project progress to Christian Aid.  The 

Centre Co-ordinator based in Legazpi City oversees the day to day activities, supervises and convenes the field 

staff regularly for consultations and feedback, undertakes field monitoring, ensures the smooth management of 

logistics in the field and provides immediate feedback of relevant information to the Executive Director and when 

necessary, to Christian Aid.  

 

 

IX. CO-ORDINATION 

 

COPE-Foundation will co-ordinate with the NCCP-UCCP and their  local partners. COPE will also ensure that 

they co-ordinate with the local government structures and other NGOs working in the area, to minimise 

duplication and to advocate for the  rights of the evacuees. 

 

 

X. BUDGET 

 
EXPENDITURE Type of No. of Unit  Budget Budget  

 Unit Units Cost PhP PhP USD 

DIRECT ASSISTANCE      

Non Food Relief Assistance      

Local Mattresses  pc  2,816 50 140,800 2,816 

Hygiene Kit  kits  2,816 300 844,800 16,896 

      

Livelihood inputs      

Seeds (3kg/family for 1,000 families) kg 3,000 350 1,050,000 21,000 

Fertilisers (25kg/fam for 1,000 fam)  kg  25,000 20 500,000 10,000 

Raw materials for handicrafts (5kg/fam for 1,000 fam) kg 5,000 110 550,000 11,000 

      

Direct Program Related Cost      

Materials for psycho-social activities  Lump sum    200,000 4,000 
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Rehabilitation / therapeutic       

activities      

Transportation of staff &   months  3 15,000 45,000 900 

volunteers      

CA's monitoring cost  trips  2 25,000 50,000 1,000 

      

Administration and Personnel      

Administration      

Transport and Related Cost  months  3 15,000 45,000 900 

Communication (tel., card)  months  3 10,000 30,000 600 

Personnel Cost      

Livelihood Co-ordinator  month  3 15,000 45,000 900 

Part-time book keeper  month  3 6,000 18,000 360 

Grand Total    3,518,600 70,372 

TOTAL BUDGET     70,372 

      

Exchange Rate- 1US$ = PhP 50     
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REQUESTING ACT MEMBER CHURCH/AGENCY 

 

� National Council of Churches in the Philippines (NCCP), Program Unit on Faith, Witness and 

Service-Relief and Rehabilitation 
 

I. IMPLEMENTING ACT MEMBER & PARTNER INFORMATION 

 

The National Council of Churches in the Philippines (NCCP) was formed in 1963 and comprises 11 

member Churches and 10 Christian service organisations.  

 

Relief and Rehabilitation is one of the core programs of the Program Unit on Faith, Witness and 

Service. It is involved in disaster management work with survivors of both natural and human-made 

emergency situations. This includes relief services, education on disaster management, training on 

disaster preparedness and rehabilitation assistance. Its network in the regions comprises church leaders, 

clergy and lay persons from the NCCP member churches, regional ecumenical councils (RECs), church-

related organisations and peoples' organisations. Its volunteers and implementing partners are mostly 

those who have undergone various education and training activities in the program. 

 

The NCCP/ACT has been responding to major and minor disasters in the Philippines. The most recent 

appeals implemented by NCCP/ACT are ASPH-41-Assistance to Typhoon Affected, ASPH-42-

Assistance to Flood Affected and ASPH-61-Assistance to Survivors of Leyte Landslide.   

 

The NCCP as a member of ACT International firmly adheres to the ACT principles and guidelines, the 

Humanitarian Code of Conduct and to the Sphere Standard.   

 

Implementing partner 

The NCCP/ACT will implement through the Andurog Mayon, the NCCP Disaster Response 

Committee formed in 1999 from among the three NCCP member churches in Albay Province to 

respond to the emergency situation during the 1999 Mayon Volcano eruption. The Committee has been 

reactivated to respond to this emergency situation. The members are United Methodist Church, United 

Church of Christ in the Philippines and The Salvation Army.  

 

II. DESCRIPTION of the EMERGENCY SITUATION 

 

The Mayon Volcano, known in the world for its perfect cone is also one of the most active volcanoes in 

the Philippines. It is located in the Bicol Region, particularly in the Province of Albay. It has erupted at 

least 41 times and its last eruption was in February 2000. 

 

Last July 14, 2006, the Philippine Institute of Volcanology and Seismology (PHIVOLCS) raised the 

alert level in Mayon to 3 after observing that incandescent lava fragments were detaching from the 

summit crater. They also recorded 25 short duration tremors. The day after the emission of lava reached 

800 meters from the summit crater. Another 22 tremors were recorded. In the following days there  was 

a continuous flow of lava towards Bonga Gully. It reached the 1,200 meter elevation, 3 km from the 

crater. Lava fragments reached 4 km down slope of the crater and up to 400 tremors were recorded.  Ten 

days later, July 27, lava flows moved 250 meter down the Mabinit channel and reached a 400 meter 

elevation, about 4.7 aerial km from the crater. 421 tremors were recorded. 

 

On August 7, PHIVOLCS raised the alert status to Alert Level 4. There was a series of six minor 

explosions that occurred. An Extended Danger Zone (EDZ), defined as an area within eight kilometres 

from the summit crater, was recommended for the southern sector. In other areas around the volcano, 
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the EDZ is set at seven kilometres from the summit crater. The front of the lava flow along the Mabinit 

Channel has reached 200 meters down-slope of the 6-km PDZ boundary at an elevation of 262 meters 

above sea level. A second lava flow along the Bonga Gully was located at 5.4 aerial km from the crater. 

During this period, PHIVOLCS ordered the evacuation of communities around Mt. Mayon (7,565 

families, 36,874 individuals) in areas covered by the 6-km permanent danger zone. As of August 22, 

PHIVOLCS observed six minor explosions and recorded a total of 24 volcanic earthquakes and 431 

tremor episodes. The volcanic earthquakes were associated with magma movement and gas eruptions 

within the volcano.  

 

PHIVOLCS maintains the Alert Level 4. This means that hazardous explosive eruptions are still 

possible. The public is reminded that the eight kilometre radius (EDZ) in the south-east sector of the 

volcano is off-limits at all times. 

 

Description of the Impact on Human Lives, Property, Infrastructure 

  

The Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD) released an update on August 21, stating 

that around 9,905 families (48,261 individuals) from 32 barangays from the five affected municipalities 

and three cities have been evacuated. They are staying at 28 recognised evacuation centres all over 

Albay Province.   

As the places are overcrowded (around fifty people sleeping in a single room) fears for spread of 

diseases is growing. Provincial health authorities have confirmed that health clinics have been set up in 

every evacuation centres, staffed by midwives and sanitary specialists to ensure the safety of the 

evacuees. Their staff provides medical care and teaches how to prevent the spread of any communicable 

disease. Children were being immunised mainly against measles, typhoid and other infectious diseases. 

In some evacuation centres the water systems were contaminated with coliform, bacteria found in the 

animals and humans. The authorities are conducting water chlorination to provide safe drinking water. 

Evacuees were also being taught the proper handling of water sources.   

 

About 50 hectares of farmland producing vegetable, corn and other crops have been destroyed and many 

coconut groves have been burned. Lava has trickled at least 6.7 kilometres down since July 14, covering 

once fertile agricultural land under 10 to 15 meters of molten rock and debris. These farmlands can not 

be used for a long time 

 

The table shows the statistics of affected areas and families as of 22 August 2006. 

Municipality/City 

 

Number of Affected 

Bargangays 

Number of Families Number of Persons 

1.  Camalig 5 1,521 8,262 

2.  Daraga 6 1,755 7,717 

3.  Guinobatan 2 380 1,538 

4.  Malilipot 2 487 2,366 

5.  Sto. Domingo 5 2,368 11,583 

6.  Legazpi City 5 2,411 11,135 

7.  Ligao City 1 302 2,213 

8.  Tabaco City 6 681 3,447 

TOTAL 32 9,905 48,261 

 

On 25 August 29 evacuation centres still exist and are temporarily sheltering 9,372 families (44,048 

persons) while 127 families (561 persons) are being assisted outside the centres. It is estimated that it 

will take PhP3 million for one day to sustain the food needs of this number of evacuees.   
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The above information has come from the actual monitoring of Andurog Mayon in the various 

evacuation centres and affected villages. Other data came from the Philippine Institute of Volcanology 

and Seismology (PHIVOLCS), and the update reports from the Department of Social Welfare and 

Development.  

 

III. DESCRIPTION of the SITUATION in the AREA of PROPOSED RESPONSE 

 

Current situation in the area of proposed response 

Albay Province is one of the six provinces of Bicol Region (Region V). It is located south of Manila. It 

is one of the most impoverished regions in the country, has poor road networks, and the environment of 

its mountainous topography is almost destroyed. Major livelihood activities in the region are 

agriculture, fishing and commerce. Its major crops are rice, corn, indigenous crops, and other 

agricultural produce. The region is also known for the production of abaca (Manila hemp) and other 

derivatives, which are exported world-wide.  

 

Much of the population is concentrated in Legazpi City, Daraga, and Tabaco City, the areas surrounding 

the foothills of Mt. Mayon. 

 

Aside from the hazards brought about by Mayon Volcano, the region is located in the path of  

devastating typhoons.  

 

Security situation in the area of proposed response 

There is no security risk in the area of proposed response. Although some of the evacuation centres and 

the communities are located far from the town centres, these areas are accessible. 

 

Location for your proposed response 

NCCP/ACT is planning to work in eight municipalities Camalig, Daraga, Guinobatan, Malilipot, Sto. 

Domingo, Legazpi City, Tabaco City in Albay Province 

 

These places were chosen based on identified gaps in services already provided by the local government 

units. Most of the identified evacuation centres and communities are far from the town centres where 

most often services are delivered more frequently. NCCP member churches are also nearby, which 

facilitates monitoring. The NCCP/ACT has initially distributed local donations it has generated. The 

local government units have distributed food supplies but evacuees complained these were not enough. 

 

IV. TARGETED BENEFICIARIES 

 

NCCP/ACT aims to provide relief assistance to 4,000 families mostly poor farmers and farm-workers 

displaced by the Mayon Volcano eruption.  

 

Rehabilitation assistance will be provided to 1000 families who have difficulties in restoring their 

sources of livelihood particularly those whose crops, and livestock were destroyed.  

 

The beneficiaries will be individuals, families and communities severely affected by the disaster. 

Priority will be given those who have the least means to support themselves, and thus to recover from 

their economic losses. 
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Criteria and process for selection 

The committee of Andurog Mayon, in-charge of needs assessment and monitoring, does the final 

selection of the beneficiaries.  

Criteria in the selection include: 

• Absence/limited assistance from other service providers 

• Capacity of the beneficiary - no other source of sustenance available 

• Nutritional status 

• In the case of provision of food-for-work for community activities, presence of a community 

organisation   

 

In the evacuation centres, the management provides the information about the situation of the evacuees 

and their needs. However, community leaders will also be consulted in the selection of beneficiaries.  

 

The final decisions related to the rehabilitation assistance shall be based on the actual recommendation 

of the beneficiaries, e.g. the kind of seeds to be distributed. 

 

 

 

V. PROPOSED EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE & IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Goal  

To alleviate the suffering of the families and communities affected by the eruption of Mayon Volcano 

by providing necessary basic provisions and assistance to those who lack the capacity to recover from 

their social and economic losses. 

 

Objectives  

• To provide emergency  assistance to around 4,000 families through provision of food, non-food 

items and medical assistance  

• To provide agriculture assistance to around 1,000 farmers/farm-workers  through the distribution of 

seeds, seedlings and other farm inputs  

• To provide food-for-work assistance to 1,000 families who need further assistance  

• To conduct disaster management seminars to volunteers and communities  

• To mobilise resources (human, material and financial) of the churches, NCCP partners and 

individuals  as a concrete response to the needs of the affected families and communities 

Municipality/City Number of Families 

 Relief Food-for-Work Rehabilitation 

1.  Camalig 1,000 300 300 

2.  Daraga 150 50 50 

3.  Guinobatan 150 50 50 

4.  Malilipot 450 100 100 

5.  Sto. Domingo 600 150 150 

6.  Legazpi City 650 150 150 

7.  Ligao City 250 50 50 

8.  Tabaco City 750 150 150 

Total 4,000 1,000 1,000 
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Activities 

 

Crisis Phase 
 

Relief assistance will be provided through the distribution of food, non-food items and other assistance 

to respond to further identified needs.  

 

Food and Nutritional Assistance 

Food assistance will be provided to 4,000 eligible families. For one round of distribution, each family 

will be given a relief bag containing: 8 kilos of rice; 4 pieces canned goods; ½ kilo dried fish;1 kilo 

sugar; 1 pint cooking oil; ½ kilo legumes; ¼  kilo salt. 

 

Additional food items or supplementary food such as milk for infants and nursing mothers will be 

provided as the need arises and only upon the recommendation of the medical personnel. Bottled 

drinking water when needed shall also be provided. The municipal health office has been addressing the 

issue of contaminated water. 

 

Non-Food Items 

Sleeping mats, blankets, water containers, kitchen utensils, one bar of laundry soap, and health and 

hygiene kits per family will be provided to 4000 families. Other non-food items such as ash-masks, rain 

coats and rain boots will also be distributed to those who would badly need such items. 

 

The Health and Hygiene Kit contains one face towel, one piece bath soap, one toothbrush and 

toothpaste.  
  

Health Assistance 

Medical teams will be formed to conduct medical missions both in the evacuation centres and in the 

communities. Most prevalent illnesses identified are upper respiratory tract infections, hypertension, 

asthma, skin diseases, gastro-intestinal diseases and diarrhoea. At least 1,000 patients are expected to be 

provided with medical assistance. 

 

These medical teams will conduct medical missions supplementing the limited number of medical and 

paramedical personnel in the evacuation centres. Medical missions will also be conducted in the 

communities once the evacuees have returned to their respective communities. Volunteers of the 

churches in the province will staff the teams. Community health workers are also mobilised to assist the 

medical teams by sharing of basic health orientation seminars. 

  

Post-crisis phase 

 

Food-for-work  

Food for work will be provided to around 1000 farm families especially those who have the least 

capacity to provide food for his/her family. They will be undertaking preparatory activities e.g. clearing 

of farms, land preparation, prior to farm production as well as community activities such as clearing of 

roads and community facilities covered with mud or volcanic ash.  

 

Agricultural assistance 

Based on the damage and needs assessment already undertaken, farmers have already expressed the 

need for agricultural assistance once they return to their communities. Priority will be given to poor 

farmers whose crops, particularly vegetables, were totally damaged due to lava flows or ash fall. 

Farmers will be given vegetable seeds such as tomato, string beans, eggplant, pepper and corn. Farm 
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inputs will be distributed as well. 

 

Disaster Management 

Disaster Management Seminars will be conducted to new volunteers from the member churches as well 

as communities affected by the eruption. 

 

A Disaster Management Seminar is a one to two-day seminar, which provides input on the national and 

local disaster situation, framework of disaster management, disaster management cycle, disaster risk 

reduction and basic skills in disaster management work. The seminars will be conducted and facilitated 

by the NCCP program staff and will be held in the churches or in seminar houses. Seminars with the 

communities will be conducted either in the community if there is an available facility and if none in a 

nearby venue suitable for such activity. Community members who will be given priority to participate in 

the seminars will be the youth, able-bodied men and women. ‘Echo-sessions’ in the community will be 

encouraged. 

 

Project implementation  

The Program Unit on Faith, Witness and Service under which the Relief and Rehabilitation Program is 

lodged will be responsible for the implementation of the proposed assistance in co-ordination with the 

Andurog Mayon, the NCCP disaster response committee formed in 1999. Andurog Mayon will be 

responsible for the need assessment, relief operations and rehabilitation assistance and monitoring. The 

disaster management seminars will be conducted by the NCCP secretariat. 

 

Beneficiaries will be involved in the identification of priority needs, consulted on the manner of 

distribution, identification of specific agriculture assistance. Local organisations will be mobilised for 

the identification of community work to be undertaken and the system of work.  

 

As an ACT Member and a registered, accredited and licensed social welfare agency in the Philippines, 

NCCP/ACT adheres to the principles of the Code of Conduct and the standards set forth by the 

Department of Social Welfare and Development and the Sphere Standards. Orientation on the Standards 

is part of the orientation being provided to the members of the Andurog Mayon, the Program Staff as 

well as to the volunteers.   

 

Project support  

A field co-ordinator will be designated for the daily monitoring of operations of the project. 

 

Additional staff will be contracted on a daily wage basis to assist in warehouse maintenance, loading 

and unloading of goods. Volunteers who will assist in re-packing and relief distribution will be given 

food and other mobilisation expenses. 

 

The United Church of Christ in the Philippines-South Bicol Conference will serve as the operations 

centre in Legazpi City. A donation will be given to the Conference to cover at least water and electricity 

and maintenance expenses. 

 

The project will maintain two warehouses, the NCCP National warehouse and the Andurog Mayon 

warehouse which will both be a receiving centre for donations and re-packing of goods. The Andurog 

Mayon warehouse will serve both as a warehouse and a communication centre. 

 

Transportation  

The two vehicles (one light truck and one four-wheel drive) of the Council will be used for the delivery 

of goods and for monitoring visits. However, additional transportation will be needed for the transport 
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of goods from the commercial centres outside of the region and for goods and supplies from the national 

warehouse of the NCCP.  

 

The budget is based on the average cost of one truckload from Metro Manila or nearby provinces of 

P17,000 x 5 trips (at least) plus delivery costs (gasoline, truck rental etc) from warehouse to 

evacuation centres or communities of at least P8,000 per delivery operation 

 

There will be minimal additional costs for transportation and food for the medical teams as the doctors 

will use their own vehicles as their gift for the mission. Donations for food for theses mission are 

sometimes received. 

 

Planning assumptions, constraints and prioritisation 

The project components identified in this project are based on the needs of the intended beneficiaries. 

The different components will be implemented based on the need and the actual funding received. 

Prioritisation of what component to implement and the number of beneficiaries to be assisted will be 

determined by the actual funding available. Areas will likewise be prioritised based on the urgency of 

the need. If funding comes after the crisis phase, then only the post crisis assistance will be 

implemented. Charging of administrative costs will be done only on the actual operations of the project. 

 

Implementation Timetable 

 

The total project implemented period will be ten months, starting from September 2006 to June 2007. 

 

Activity/Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Crisis Phase           

Damage, Needs & Capacities 

Assessment 

* * *        

Identification of Beneficiaries * * *        

Relief Delivery Operations * * * *       

Post crisis Phase            

Organising Beneficiaries for the 

Rehabilitation Activities 

 * *        

Implementation of Projects   * * * * * *   

Monitoring and Evaluation   *  *  *  *  

           

Preparation of mid-term Report     *      

Project Evaluation, Preparation of 

Final Report 

        * * 

 

 

Transition or Exit strategy 

The three NCCP Member Churches (United Methodist Church, United Church of Christ in the 

Philippines and The Salvation Army) members of Andurog Mayon will take responsibility in the 

follow-up and monitoring of whatever efforts made through this project. Since most of the areas for the 

proposed assistance are within the jurisdiction of these churches, they will then undertake further 

development efforts. 
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VI. ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE 

 

Administration & Finance 

The National Council of Churches in the Philippines will administer and manage the whole project. It 

will also act as the overall co-ordinator and facilitator. In the local level, Andurog Mayon will be the 

provincial counterpart who will co-ordinate with the member churches. On the other hand, the 

NCCP/ACT will ensure systematic and timely reporting and other compliance requirements to ACT 

International. 

 

Financial management and controls 

An official receipt will acknowledge funds transmitted to the NCCP bank account or given to NCCP in 

cash or in check. All disbursements will be made in accordance with the budget or grant from any 

funding partner for a certain activity and shall meet with the finance officer’s requirements such as: 

availability of funds, among others. The request should be signed by the Program Secretary or its duly 

designated representative and with the attachment of proper supporting documents. After submission of 

these documents, the Finance Department will prepare a disbursement voucher and check for the 

implementation of the activity. If it is a cash advance, the person responsible will liquidate the cash 

advance complete with receipts and other documents related to the activity. 

 

VII. MONITORING, REPORTING & EVALUATIONS 

 

Comprehensive Monitoring Procedures: 

 1. On-site visits to affected areas either by the NCCP staff and/or its partners 

 2. Area survey reports from local counterparts. 

 3. Participation in relief operation. 

 4. Activity reports, both financial and narrative, by local counterparts. 

5. Project completion report to ACT, both narrative and financial. 

 

Reporting Schedule 

• Interim report for implementation until 30 January 2007 shall be with the ACT CO on 28 February 

2007. 

• The final report shall be with the ACT CO on 31 August 2007  

• The audit shall be with the ACT CO on 30 September 2007 

 

VIII. CO-ORDINATION 

 

The NCCP Program Unit on Faith, Witness and Service will undertake the over-all co-ordination of the 

project.  Andurog Mayon will undertake co-ordination at the local level. Need assessment and 

monitoring will be done regularly to ensure that the needs of the evacuees are properly addressed. Co-

ordination will be made with the Provincial Disaster Coordinating Council, the Municipal Coordinating 

Councils and other service providers in the area to ensure that those least served will be reached by the 

project. Co-ordination will also be done to complement the gaps in the services of other service 

providers.  

 

There is co-ordination established with NGO’s like the MAYON People’s Disaster Response Network, 

TABI. Initial discussion has also been conducted with the Christian Aid country representative on 

possible co-ordination efforts in the local level. 
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X. BUDGET 
 

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE       

 
Description Type of  No of  Unit Cost Budget Budget 

 Unit Units Php Php US$ 

 

CRISIS PHASE -  Direct Assistance       

Food      
Rice (8kg/family) 50 kg/sack 640 1,200.00 768,000 15,360 

Canned Goods (4pcs/family) piece 16,000 13.00 208,000 4,160 

Sugar (1kilo/family) kilogram 4,000 40.00 160,000 3,200 

Cooking Oil (1pint/family) liter 1,000 85.00 85,000 1,700 

Legumes (1/2kilo/family) kilogram 2,000 50.00 100,000 2,000 

Salt (1/4 kilo/family) kilogram 1,000 16.00 16,000 320 

Dried fish (1/2kilo/family) kilogram 2,000 175.00 350,000 7,000 

Supplementary food items  1 75,000.00 75,000 1,500 

Non-food 
Blankets piece 1,000 135.00 135,000 2,700 

Sleeping Mats piece 1,000 180.00 180,000 3,600 

Laundry soap (1bar/family) piece 4,000 20.00 80,000 1,600 

Health and hygiene kits piece 2,000 50.00 100,000 2,000 

Other items  1 50,000.00 50,000 1,000 

 

HEALTH & MEDICAL INPUTS       
Assorted Kinds of Medicine box 100 850.00 85,000 1,700 

Mobilization cost for med.mission lumpsum 1 30,000.00 30,000 600 

 

TOTAL DIRECT ASSISTANCE CRISIS PHASE   2,422,000 47,840 

 

POST CRISIS PHASE 

Food-for-work 1000 families      
Rice 7kg/bag 50 kg/sack 140 1,200.00 168,000 3,360 

Canned Goods (3pcs./bag) piece 3,000 12.50 37,500 750 

Sugar (1/2kl./bag) kilogram 500 40.00 20,000 400 

Cooking Oil (1pint/bag) liter 250 85.00 21,250 425 

Legumes (1/2 kl/bag) kilogram 500 50.00 25,000 500 

Dried fish (1/2kl./bag) kilogram 500 175.00 87,500 1,750 

 

Agriculture Assistance  1,000 2,500.00 2,500,000 50,000 

 

Education & Advocacy       
Disater Management Seminars  4 25,000.00 100,000 2,000 

 

TOTAL DIRECT ASSISTANCE POST CRISIS PHASE   2,959,250 59,185 

       

MATERIAL TRANSPORT, WAREHOUSING, ETC.       
Truck Rental & Related Costs lump-sum   130,000 2,600 

Labor for Loading & Unloading lump-sum   50,000 1,000 

 

TOTAL MATERIAL TRANSPORT ETC.   180,000 3,600   
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Description Type of  No of  Unit Cost Budget Budget 

 Unit Units Php Php US$ 

 

PERSONNEL, ADMIN & OPERATION SUPPORT 

Staff Salaries and support      

Salaries (staff & contractuals) month     

Program Director  6 30,000.00 180,000 3,600 

Field Coordinator   10 22,000.00 220,000 4,400 

Bookkeeper  6 19,000.00 114,000 2,280 

Driver-Warehouseman  6 17,000.00 102,000 2,040 

Staff Benefits month 6 8,000.00 48,000 960 

Volunteer Honorariums  month 10 4,000.00 40,000 800 

Staff travel-local & region month 10 10,000.00 100,000 2,000 

Office Rental & Utilities month 10 3,000.00 30,000 600 

Office Supplies month 10 3,500.00 35,000 700 

Communications month 10 6,500.00 65,000 1,300 

Vehicle Maintenance  10 3,000.00 30,000 600 

 

TOTAL PERSONNEL, ADMIN, & OPERATION SUPPORT  964,000 19,280 

 

AUDIT & EVALUATION        
Audit of ACT Appeal Funds lumpsum   30,000.00 600 

Program Evaluation lumpsum   15,000.00 300 

 

SUB-TOTAL    45,000.00 900 

       

TOTAL EXPENDITURE    6,570,250 130,805 
 

 

Exchange Rate: 1 USD = 50.00 Php     

  

 


